
VOP RUBRIC FOR MODULE II A&B                Suturing & Tissue Handling 

Resident:         

Evaluator:       

Date:               
Instrument Usage (Needle holder) 

1  2  3  4  5  

Can not pick up 
instruments correctly 

without assistance 

Holds the instruments correctly 
but can not place needles on the 

needle holder 

Places Needles correctly on 
the needle holder and holds it 

correctly but can not release 

needle smoothly 

Holds and loads needle 
holder correctly but does not 

uniformly use supinaiton and 

pronation to their maximum 

advantage 

Handles instruments expertly 
with proper hand/wrist 

coordination 

Knot Tying (tying consecutive square knots – 6 throws) 

1  2  3  4  5  

Knots and tension are both 

inconsistent 

Square knots but only has one 

technique( One handed/ Two 

handed/Instrument) 

Ties Square knots with two of 

the three techniques 

Ties One/Two handed and 

instrument ties with  Square 

knots correctly but fails to  

maintain tension throughout 

Ties One/Two handed and 

instrument ties correctly 

maintaining tension 

throughout 

Suturing Technique Forceps use and needle placement 

1  2  3  4  5  

Poor use of forceps rough 

and unrefined suturing 

Uses forceps correctly but with 

too much force tearing tissues 

as sutures are placed 

Uses forceps correctly but 

does not enter sutures at 90
0
 

angles and sutures are uneven 

Correctly places forceps to 

show the wound edges and 

enters at 90
0 

angles equally 

spaced but tightness varies 

Delicate use of forceps and 

accurate placement of sutures 

into skin at 90
0
 equally 

spaced and tightened 

Tissue Handling 

1  2  3  4  5  

Rough without regard for 

differences in tissue types 

Understands differences in 

tissue types but can not 

consistently handle them 

Handles tissues of different 

types appropriately but lacks 

consistency 

Handles tissues of different 

types appropriately and 

consistently 

Takes great care to address 

tissue with respect and 

appropriate tension. 

Suturing/Ligature types 

1  2  3  4  5  

Can not accurately place or 

space sutures using at least 

2/4 techniques AND  

cannot point ligate or 

suture ligate accurately 
(keeps tension on the 

vessels) 

Can not accurately place or 

space sutures using at least 2/4 

techniques and/or  cannot point 

ligate or suture ligate accurately 

(keeps tension on the vessels) 

Accurately places and spaces 

all sutures using at least 2/4 

techniques and  can point 

ligates or suture ligate 

accurately but has occasional 
tension on the vessels) 

Accurately places and spaces 

all sutures using at least 3/4 

techniques and  can point 

ligates or suture ligate 

accurately with NO tension 
on the vessels) 

Accurately places and spaces 

all sutures using all 4 

techniques and point 

ligates/suture ligates 

accurately with NO tension 
on the vessels) with  

 

Note: VOP requires a minimum score of 3 in ALL areas.  



Comments.:        


